Stardate 9910.30
Cast:
Michelle B. as XO_Jorga (XO Lt. Cmdr. Jorgaenson)
Leon C. as CNS_LtJax (CNS Lt. Jax)
David G. as CMO_Wuer (CMO Lt. JG Wuer)
A. Kendall as CEO_Roger (CEO Lt. JG Rogers)
Kate as CSO_Lance (CSO Lt. JG Lance)
Chris E. as OPS_Lyon (OPS Ens. Lyon)
Orion Donald D. as CTO_Rchrd (CTO Ens. Richards)
Chris G. as TAC_Jah`D (TO Ens. Jah’D)
Ciaran B. as EO_Doyle (EO Ens. Doyle)
Nick B. as MO_Rmond (MO Ens. Richmond)
Absent:
Mike S. as Captain Edwards
Tiffany C. as ASO Ens. L’shan

Host Quchant says:
Last time on Star Trek: A Call To Duty: USS Orion.....The rebel JH were destroyed and a buoy was recovered.  The CO is off at a debrief conference.
Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>.
CNS_LtJax says:
::In his office, having a counseling session with a crewman::
OPS_Lyon says:
::at OPS station running diagnostic, notices that FCO is now vacant and slaves it to OPS::
EO_Doyle says:
::Continues to work on Deck 18::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion is still suffering from the battle...
XO_Jorga says:
::getting up for the day, already dressed and on her way out the door::
CTO_Rchrd says:
::In shuttlebay securing from flight::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Decks 1, 19 and 18
OPS_Lyon says:
XO: I'm handling flight control for now, sir.
MO_Rmond says:
::enters sickbay after his leave::
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Stands outside the cargo bay with a security team::
MO_Rmond says:
*XO*:  MO to XO.  Sir, I'm reporting in for duty again, with your permission
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Heads to nearest TL/Bridge::
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: The buoy is secure, orders?
XO_Jorga says:
*MO*: Very well, headed up the bridge, be with you shortly
CSO_Lance says:
::in her quarters getting ready for duty::
CTO_Rchrd says:
*TO*  Standbye and wait for further instructions
OPS_Lyon says:
::directs OPS repair crews to damaged sections:: Ens. Fixit: I want repairs done asap
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: Yes sir.
EO_Doyle says:
*CEO:* Sir, how is power output doing now?
MO_Rmond says:
*XO*:  Aye, sir
CEO_Roger says:
*EO* I'll just check
CNS_LtJax says:
::Finishes up with a counseling session and took a walk to see if he can give Engineering a hand...::
XO_Jorga says:
::gets in the TL::    TL: Bridge
OPS_Lyon says:
<Ens. Fixit> OPS: Aye, sir.
XO_Jorga says:
::gets off at bridge level and exits::
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Arrives on bridge. Moves to TAC station::
XO_Jorga says:
::goes over to the XO chair and sits down::
MO_Rmond says:
::sits at the duty desk and starts to work::
OPS_Lyon says:
::sees the XO enters an realizes he's been talking to the walls::
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Runs internal security sensor sweep::
CNS_LtJax says:
::Takes a TL to Engineering:: TL: Deck 34
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Taps a few buttons on a consol and reads a status report::
XO_Jorga says:
::has a nice comfy chair right here, she doesn't need to sit in the CO chair::
OPS_Lyon says:
XO: Morning, sir.  I thought that since we're without an FCO, I'll slave flight control to OPS.  Is that alright?
XO_Jorga says:
*MO*: Okay Mr Richmond, check in with the CMO on your duties and I will log your check in.    Thank you for your patience
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Begins some small chatter with one of the guards::
MO_Rmond says:
*XO*:  Aye, sir.  Richmond out
XO_Jorga says:
OPS: Good morning Mr. Lyon and that will be fine      ::smiles::
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* Do you want me to start the examination of the buoy, sir?
CNS_LtJax (TurboLift.wav)
CNS_LtJax says:
::Enters Engineering::
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Take all necessary precautions and proceed Mr. Lance.
OPS_Lyon says:
::smiles back:: XO: Very well, sir.  ::turns to console and keeps tabs on repair crews::
Host Quchant says:
ACITON: The Orion is keeping in the same point in space using thrusters.....Impulse is down....Aft Torps is down....and The Big Chair [tm] has a large rip in it due to damage
CEO_Roger says:
*EO* How are the repairs going on deck 18 ?
XO_Jorga says:
*CEO*: I need the engineering report Mr. Rogers
CMO_Wuer says:
::Dario runs down the Corridor heading for Sickbay::
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* Aye, sir. ::leaves her quarters and heads for the TL::
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Runs TAC systems status check::
EO_Doyle says:
*CEO:* The secondary command junction has been repaired, but alot of power is still offline.
CEO_Roger says:
*XO* There is a lot of damage to Decks 1, 18 and 19. I have repair crews at each of these locations.
XO_Jorga says:
*Maintenance*: I need someone up here to repair the Captain's chair before he needs to sit in it
CNS_LtJax says:
*CEO*: Your location please
XO_Jorga says:
<Maintenance> *XO*: Yes ma'am
CEO_Roger says:
*EO* Good Work, But we need that power asap
XO_Jorga says:
*CEO*: Thank you for the concise report Mr. Rogers and good morning
CSO_Lance says:
*Science team 1* Please report to the main cargo bay. We've got some work to do.
EO_Doyle says:
*CEO:* Some of the EPS wires have corroded. I'm going to have to by-pass them completely.
CSO_Lance says:
<Science team1> *CSO* Acknowledged.
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Stands outside the cargo bay waiting for orders::
CNS_LtJax says:
::Figures CEO is too busy and wander off to somewhere else::
CEO_Roger says:
*EO* Do what ever you feel nessery ensign.
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Good morning Mr. Richards, I need your Department report
EO_Doyle says:
::Re-tunes laser torch to a different frequency and tries getting systems online again::
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: Good morning maam
CEO_Roger says:
*CNS*: Did you want anything CNS ?
CMO_Wuer says:
::Walks into Sickbay and looks around for the MO::
CNS_LtJax says:
*CEO*: Never mind
CSO_Lance says:
TL: Deck 36
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: TAC systems are functioning normally minus aft torpedo launchers
OPS_Lyon says:
::fiddles with the OPS console and mutters::
MO_Rmond says:
::sees CMO enter sickbay and stands to attention::  CMO: Welcome aboard, sir.
CNS_LtJax says:
::Enters another TL heading to the Bridge:: TL: Deck 1
CNS_LtJax (TurboLift.wav)
XO_Jorga says:
*CNS*: Good morning Mr. Jax, anything to report this morning?
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO:  The buoy is secured in the cargo bay with a team present
XO_Jorga says:
*CTO*: Thank you Mr. Richards, duly noted
CNS_LtJax says:
*XO*: No one has gone insane yet
CNS_LtJax says:
::Exits TL and enters the Bridge::
CMO_Wuer says:
MO: Don’t strain and I’ve been here a while, in fact I’ve worked in here before, in a sence!
XO_Jorga says:
*CNS*: ::gives a small chuckle::   That is good to hear, please keep it that way
CSO_Lance says:
::arrives on deck 36 and heads over to the cargo bay::
CEO_Roger says:
:: leaves Engineering and heads for the TL ::
MO_Rmond says:
::slightly confused::  CMO:  Err, yes, sir.  ::still standing to attention::
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: Hello.
EO_Doyle says:
::Finishes re-routing command systems. Sees lights being generated on the deck.::
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: Maam, I down loaded the information from the tactical conference
CEO_Roger says:
:: exits TL to see Light flicker and then come on ::
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Is there a security team around the cargo bay?
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: and my report is also in the database.
CSO_Lance says:
TO: Good morning, Ens.
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: Yes maam
CEO_Roger says:
EO: I see we have lights at least
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Thank you Mr. Richards, I will tell the Captain when he returns from his meeting
CNS_LtJax says:
::Takes a seat where the CMO/CNS sit at on the Bridge::
EO_Doyle says:
CEO: Power is fluctuating all over this deck. I can't contain it.
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Are you taking all due precautions Mr. Lance?
CEO_Roger says:
EO: Why what seems to be the problem ?
OPS_Lyon says:
::monitors comm signals and blocks all outgoing channels::
CMO_Wuer says:
MO: Don’t worry about it I’m sure I can explain sometime, please report anyway ::Dario indicates towards his office::
MO_Rmond says:
CMO:  Yes, sir  :;walks into the office::
CTO_Rchrd says:
*TO* Status?
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: How are you today Lt. Lance?
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: Everything secure.
EO_Doyle says:
CEO: I don't have a clue, sir.
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Where are your security forces situated exactly?
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* Yes, sir. We were about to put on our EVS'.
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: Inside the cargo bay.
CNS_LtJax says:
::Mindlessly sitting on the Bridge::
OPS_Lyon says:
::monitors activity in cargo bay::
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Okay, thank you Mr. Richards
CSO_Lance says:
TO: I'm fine, thank you. Is everything under control in there?
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky Lights [tm] start to blink on the buoy
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Very good Mr Lance, please be careful
CMO_Wuer says:
::Dario sits down behind his desk:: MO: Take a seat.
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: Yes, I am assuming you have cleared this with the XO?
MO_Rmond says:
CMO: Sir  ::sits down, nervously::
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Monitors internal security sensors::
XO_Jorga says:
::looks around the bridge and sees everyone working busily::
CEO_Roger says:
EO: Well just see if you can contain it for now, theres plenty more work to be done like getting the engines back to full power.
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* Aye sir. ::proceeds to put on her EVS ordering her team to do the same::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: things still spark on the bridge with the wires and stuff hanging down
XO_Jorga says:
*CEO*: Stand by in case they need more power to the force fields in the cargo bay::
EO_Doyle says:
CEO: Aye sir. ::Accesses a computer terminal and continues working::
OPS_Lyon says:
::duxks sparks from overhead wires and mutters again::
CSO_Lance says:
TO: Yes, I have.
OPS_Lyon says:
<ducks>
CEO_Roger says:
*XO* Yes Sir
CEO_Roger says:
:: enters TL ::
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Looks at the buoy nervisly, expecting Jem'hadar to pop out like the trojan horse::
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Begins passive scan for JH fighters::
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Allows the CSO to pass::
XO_Jorga says:
*CEO*: I need some nonessential personnel on the bridge to fix these loose ceiling wires before someone gets electrocuted
CSO_Lance says:
::checks her EVS one last time::
OPS_Lyon says:
::monitors nav sensors::
CMO_Wuer says:
MO: I’d like a full report Mr. Rmond
CEO_Roger says:
:: enters the bridge :: XO: I'm right here.
CSO_Lance says:
Science team: Ready?
XO_Jorga says:
CEO: ::points to the wires overhead that appear to be Christmas lights at the moment::
MO_Rmond says:
CMO: Aye sir.  We sustained 28 casualties from the Jem'Hadar attack, 11 are still unaccounted for.
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky Lights [tm] on the buoy continue to blink ....some of the getting quicker
CSO_Lance says:
::enters cargo bay with her team in tow::
XO_Jorga says:
::waits patiently and with some trepidation for news from the CSO::
MO_Rmond says:
CMO:  We also sustained 54 injuries, 14 of them serious, although they have all been stabilized, and 25 people have been discharged from sickbay
CEO_Roger says:
:: starts work on the wires overhead ::
CNS_LtJax says:
::Picks up a few Engineering tools near by and trying to stuff some wires back to the bulk head::
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Looks at the light:: CSO: Umm...
OPS_Lyon says:
::glances at overhead wires and sighs::
XO_Jorga says:
::notes that its too bad this stuff is dangerous, the wires do look rather festive::
CSO_Lance says:
::sees blinky lights on buoy:: TO: How long has this been blinking?
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: Can you pass me that tool right there ::points while holding some wires::
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: ::gets impatient::     Report please Mr Lance
EO_Doyle says:
::Is able to contain energy for the time being:: *CEO:* Sir, I've been able to temporarily hold the power on Dec 18. Is there anything else that needs attending to?
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: Not very long.
CSO_Lance says:
::gets her tricorder out and does a careful first scan::
CMO_Wuer says:
MO: What the current number of casualties in Sickbay?
XO_Jorga says:
CNS: Of course Mr. Jax        ::grabs the tool and hands it to the CNS::
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: Sir, we have action from the buoy.
CTO_Rchrd says:
*TO* report
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: Thanks ::Starts to put the wire back in::
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* Just doing the first scan, sir. Sorry for the delay. There are some blinky lights that are being investigated as we speak.
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Shows Kate a hand phaser in case.::
XO_Jorga says:
CNS: Please be cautious Mr Jax, those wires still have a lot of power going through them
CEO_Roger says:
*EO* Impulse engines Mr Doyle
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: Lights. They're blinking. I think you should come down here.
MO_Rmond says:
CMO:  Currently 16, with another 13 recovering in their quarters, sir
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Thank you Mr Lance, please keep me informed
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: Hey, I'm not ex-CEO for nothing
EO_Doyle says:
*CEO:* I'll get right on it, sir.
OPS_Lyon says:
::continues with comm scans and nav scans, while keeping tabs on repair crews on various decks::
CNS_LtJax says:
::Chuckles::
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Looks at  XO questioningly::
CSO_Lance says:
::wishes she had paid some more attention to the lectures about Jem'Hadar::
CNS_LtJax says:
::Starts to put the cotton back in the bulk head::
Host Quchant says:
ACITON: the CNS doesn't notice a wire and gets midly shocked
XO_Jorga says:
::is now almost in the CNS's light, looking with interest at what the CNS is doing::
XO_Jorga says:
CTO:     ::notes the look::     May I help you Mr. Richards?
CNS_LtJax says:
::shakes a bit::
CTO_Rchrd says:
*TO* Is the force field in place?
XO_Jorga says:
::looks concerned::     CNS: I told you to be careful, let me look at that     ::Grabs the medikit from under the TAC console::
CMO_Wuer says:
MO: Right then...   What would Domar do then....  ::looks into a blank space as if asking someone a question::
TAC_Jah`d ::Pulls out his own Tricorder and does a scan checking for any outgoing signals etc.:: (Tricorder.wav)
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* Sir, is there anyone aboard who is familiar with Jem'Hadar technology?
CEO_Roger says:
:: manages to get rid of some of the lose wires but not all of them ::
CNS_LtJax says:
::sighs::
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: Yes sir.
MO_Rmond says:
::looks at the CMO, somewhat alarmed:: CMO:  Sir?
EO_Doyle says:
::Arrives in Engineering, and begins to work on impulse engines::
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: That'll be my last time chuckling on a job
CSO_Lance says:
Self: I am not getting clear readouts.
TAC_Jah`d says:
Self: Gosh dang it.
OPS_Lyon says:
::monitors for outgoing signals from bouy::
CSO_Lance says:
::scans again after reconfiguring her tricorder::
CNS_LtJax says:
::Managed to reuse some of the wires and stuff them back in the bulk head thingy::
XO_Jorga says:
::scans the burn and notes there will be no blistering, puts some cream on it and puts the kit back::      CNS: ::sheepish::   Well, it will be okay.     Guess you can't take the CMO out of me      ::smile::
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: Sir, it's scanning the ship. It's already collected a massive amount of data.
XO_Jorga says:
::is still waiting for the CTO to answer::
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: Can't take the ENG out of me either
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* I'm afraid this thing is some sort of a scout buoy. It is constantly scanning and storing data. There's already a large data storage.
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: Maam the buoy is apparently scanning the ship
CMO_Wuer says:
::turns back to the MO:: MO: Well thats clear then? Do we have a enough capacity in Sickbay for the wounded, if not, set up a secondary sickbay in one of the Cargo bay.
OPS_Lyon says:
XO: Sir, I'm getting something off the bouy.  It seems to be scanning and recording data..... and it has a large storage already.
CEO_Roger says:
:: Finishes fixing the lose wires ::
CNS_LtJax says:
::Puting the wall thing back on the Bridge::
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Has it already sent that information out?
EO_Doyle says:
::Realises what the problem with the engines is. Rushes out the door.::
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: I don't think so. CSO: What do you think?
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO:  I suggest remodulating the force field to disrupt the scan.
MO_Rmond says:
CMO:  Sir, we should be able to cope at our current levels, without using a triage.
CEO_Roger says:
CNS: well done CNS I see you haven’t lost your touch
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* No, sir, but it looks like it's powering up for transfer right now.
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Try to figure out what kind of data it is scanning and stop that transfer
CNS_LtJax says:
CEO: Thanks
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: What can I do to help?
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Begins another internal sensor sweep::
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Very well Mr. Richards, then do it
OPS_Lyon says:
*CSO*: Are you getting the same readings as I am?
CSO_Lance says:
TO: I need an engineer down here. ::slaps her commbadge:: *CEO* Sir, I need help in the main cargo bay.
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Begins remodulating force field in CB::
CNS_LtJax says:
::Walks over to a nearby console and try to turn on more lights on the Bridge::
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Walks to a nearby consol to monitor the buoy from there::
CMO_Wuer says:
MO: Okay then, I want three Med Teams sent out, some of the crew aren’t going to make it all the way here on there own?  And then we can see to the patients with the Sickbay staff in here...
CEO_Roger says:
*EO* Have you finished you work yet as the CSO would like an engineer down at the main cargo bay asap. and you are closer than me.
CSO_Lance says:
::checks the different displays on the buoy::
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Report please Mr. Lance
EO_Doyle says:
::Arrives outside Navigation Control:: *CEO* Almost finished, sir.
MO_Rmond says:
CMO:  Sir, I currently have the medical staff running on a shift rotation, whereby one team is making house calls, the other stationed here in sickbay.  Unless you think that's not the right way to do it, sir.
CSO_Lance says:
::finds panel and does a quick scan::
CEO_Roger says:
*CSO* EO_Doyle will be on his way shortly Lt.
CNS_LtJax says:
::Managed to put one more light on at the Bridge::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Sensors detect a transmission from the buoy....but is contained within the forcefield......
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* Just trying to find the right button, sir. I'm not familiar with Jem'Hadar technology.
OPS_Lyon says:
::scans all frequencies for any kind of transmission::
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO:  The buoy is attempting to send a transmission sir
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: I studied a little at the academy, it's not perfect, but I can help.
CMO_Wuer says:
MO: If thats working okay, but were in an emergency state, we may need more teams, if it gets any worse...   Anyway, lets get back to work.
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO:  It's be blocked by the force field.
MO_Rmond says:
CMO:  Yes, sir
CSO_Lance says:
TO: Could you find out what is being scanned by this thing?
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: I can try.
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Good, please continue to block it.      We don't want it eliminated.
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Not yet anyway.      If we eliminate the scan we could alert hostile parties
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Walks up to the buoy and begins trying to read the different markings::
CNS_LtJax says:
::walks back over to sit where the CNS sit on the Bridge::
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: Is there anything else I can do?
CSO_Lance says:
::sets tricorder to a new frequency::
XO_Jorga says:
CNS: At the moment just keep the acting captain from going insane
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: It would help if I know what was inside that thing.
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: Okay
EO_Doyle says:
::Hits commands into computer terminal at his left, and the doors swing open. Watches as a plasma leak is burning through systems.::  Self: Oh, sit.   ::Jumps across river of plasma, and reaches controls. He makes the plasma dissispate through the bio-filters::
CNS_LtJax says:
::acts like he's looking for the acting captain::
CMO_Wuer says:
::Dario gets up from his desk and heads out into Sickbay:: MO: Who are the latest casualties then?
CEO_Roger says:
:: walks over to the Engineering console at the back of the bridge and monitors the engineering teams work ::
CSO_Lance says:
TO: I think I sound something.
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: Sir can we safely remove this shield?
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: I need to know what its scanning and what's already in it
TAC_Jah`d says:
<found>
OPS_Lyon says:
::keeps an eye on nav scans and continues to scan all frequencies::
CTO_Rchrd says:
*TO* No
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Plasma flow in engineering is quickly stopped and nothing serious is damaged
EO_Doyle says:
*CEO:* Sir, impulse engines should be working now. I have to get down to the Cargo Bay now, right?
XO_Jorga says:
*CEO*: Ships status please?    How are repairs coming along
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* If I'm not mistaken it is scanning the people around here in the cargo bay and it started when the first security team entered.
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: Sir, we need to find out what's going on.
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: You know what... I'm going to fix Captain's chair.....
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Scanning for what?      And what is already in its memory banks?
CSO_Lance says:
TO: It's scanning us see if you can find a way to stop it.
XO_Jorga says:
CNS: You go right ahead
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: Stop it from what?
CEO_Roger says:
XO: aft torps are up and impulse engines are at 50%.
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* Biological specifics and I think everyone here in cargo bay has been scanned and the data is stored. It's also scanning some of the technological stuff in here.
CSO_Lance says:
TO: Sorry, from the scanning I mean.
OPS_Lyon says:
::mutters at OPS console and continues scans of all frequencies::
CNS_LtJax says:
::Replicates some fabric and fixes the Big Chair [tm]::
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Okay, we need to stop that thing from transmitting
EO_Doyle says:
::Runs down the corridor to the Cargo Bay::  CSO: Here, sir.
MO_Rmond says:
::gets up and follows CMO::  CMO:  Er, the last injuries were brought in from deck 18 and 19, mostly serious burns and broken limbs.  They have all been stabilized and are subject to monitoring their stats only.
XO_Jorga says:
*CEO*: How are we on power, do we have it if we need it?
CSO_Lance says:
EO: Could you help the TO, please. He can fill you in.
EO_Doyle says:
CSO: Aye, sir.
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* We're working on it, sir.
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO:  I am having difficulty finding the correct shield modulation.
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: I got something.
CTO_Rchrd says:
OPS:  Can you get me a more accurate frequency?
CSO_Lance says:
TO: What is it?
MO_Rmond says:
::hears a beep on his commbadge::  CMO:  Er, would you excuse me, please, sir.  I have a house call shift now.
OPS_Lyon says:
CTO: On it now.  Hold on...
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Moves to the side of the buoy::
EO_Doyle says:
::Walks over to TO:: TO: What needs to be done?
CEO_Roger says:
XO: Power is on the increse but we dont have full power yet. Oh and XO i'm standing right behind you.
CMO_Wuer says:
MO: Thankyou, I can see your a fine officer, with a attitude like your I can see you`ll go far.  ::Dario picks up a nearby PADD::
XO_Jorga says:
CEO: Sorry Mr. Rogers       ::sigh::
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: I've fixed the Big Chair [tm] for now.........
MO_Rmond says:
CMO:  Thank you, sir.  May I be excused now?
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO & EO: It's a data log. I think this is a standard Jem'hadar storage buoy.
XO_Jorga says:
CNS: Thanks Jax, Captain Edwards will be happy to see that
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO & EO: Not just used for a distress signal...it's built to collect data.
OPS_Lyon says:
CTO: I'm getting a signal at 904KHz.  see if that helps
EO_Doyle says:
TAC: I could try to acces it.
CSO_Lance says:
TO&EO: Are you able to shut it off?
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: I wouldn't be the first to try to sit on it.......
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Continues tapping panel:: All:  That should get.
XO_Jorga says:
CNS: Neither will I, this chair will do just fine       ::Grin::
EO_Doyle says:
CSO: I've never seen anything like this.
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* It's a standard storage buoy, sir. EO and TO are trying to shut it off.
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Whatever you do, don't let it transmit its information
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: It's a standard JH "Black box" like in old fighters.
CSO_Lance says:
EO: Go ahead.
EO_Doyle says:
CSO: Yes, sir. ::Begins fiddling with the controls::
CMO_Wuer says:
MO: Well Mr. Richmond, it would seem things are a little quite for the moment anyway...
TAC_Jah`d says:
EO: Be careful.
CSO_Lance says:
TO: A black box, interesting. It might be useful.
CSO_Lance says:
EO: Be careful, Ens.
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: Exactly.
MO_Rmond says:
CMO:  Thank you , sir.  ::bolts out of sickbay::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Blinky Lights [tm] on the buoy die....and the buoy is silent
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO:  The transmissions have stopped sir.
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Report please
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: Sir, EO Doyle is attempting to access the device.
EO_Doyle says:
::Sweat trickles down forehead:: Self: No pressure, no pressure.
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* The buoy is offline, sir, and, according to our TO it's a a standard JH "Black box" like in old fighters.
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: I suggest we take the storage device apart and analyze it that way...
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO:  Sir Ensign Doyle is attempting to access the device
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Scan it for explosives first please
CSO_Lance says:
EO: It might be better if we do this in a Science lab or engineering even.
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: For all we know it is set to go off if you crack it open
TAC_Jah`d ::Scans the buoy:: (Tricorder.wav)
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: Scanning :: Begins another sensor sweep::
EO_Doyle says:
CSO: I agree. But is it smart to move it?
OPS_Lyon says:
XO: Sir, we're at 50% on impulse engines and rising
CSO_Lance says:
EO: We can do another more thorough scan here now that it is offline and then proceed from there.
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: I think we should set up a series of protection grids, security teams etc.
XO_Jorga says:
OPS: Great, glad to hear it Mr Lyon
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO: Keeping it here safely is the best idea.
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: No explosives detected Maam.
CSO_Lance says:
TO: Yeah but we don't have the equipment here.
EO_Doyle says:
::Continues working.::
CSO_Lance says:
::does another scan and sees the EO still working on the buoy::
TAC_Jah`d says:
EO: Could you rig some of the cargo scanners to have the same effectivness as the ones in science lab I?
CSO_Lance says:
EO: Would you please stop this.
OPS_Lyon says:
::monitors impulse engines, nav scans, comm and power::
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Have the transporter room transfer it to the Science Bay under a level 10 force field
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: Aye Aye
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* How do you want to proceed, sir?
EO_Doyle says:
CSO: Aye, sir. ::Stops::
CTO_Rchrd says:
*TO* Stand bye to beam the buoy the science bay under a level ten force field
CSO_Lance says:
EO: Thank you.
TAC_Jah`d says:
*CTO*: Yes sir.
EO_Doyle says:
CSO: You're very welcome, sir.
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO & EO: We have been ordered to move the buoy.
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Begins making preperations::
CMO_Wuer says:
::Dario walks back into his office, he feals this would be a better place to talk to Domar, not wanting people to think he’s mad::
CSO_Lance says:
TO: Understood.
CTO_Rchrd says:
*TO* Advise when ready
Host Quchant ACTION:  The Buoy is beamed from CB to the Main Science bay...which still smells slightly of smoke (Transporter.wav)
TAC_Jah`d says:
CSO & EO: If you will procced to science lab I.
CMO_Wuer says:
Domar: Well here I am, I’m sitting behind the desk, I made the jump I can’t believe it though.
CSO_Lance says:
::leaves cargo bay and heads for the TL::
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: Begins scans immediately and report the results
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO: Transfer complete Maam.
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* I'm on my way to the science lab already.
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: Thank you Mr. Richards
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Walks out of the CB::
CNS_LtJax says:
XO: If you need to take a break..... I'll be here...
CEO_Roger says:
XO: Impulse is almost at full power now sir.
TAC_Jah`d says:
EO: Comming?
EO_Doyle says:
::Follows CSO::
CSO_Lance says:
::enters TL and waits for EO to catch up::
CMO_Wuer says:
[Domar]CMO: Well it should have been my desk, but I`m gald you took my advice.
XO_Jorga says:
*CSO*: And Mr Lance...     please proceed with all due caution.   I don't trust this thing and new officers are rather expensive       ::has a smile in her voice to let the CSO know she is kidding::
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Nods for the security team to follow::
CTO_Rchrd says:
::Begins using internal sensors to monitor science lab 1::
EO_Doyle says:
::Enters TL with CSO::
CSO_Lance says:
*XO* Will do. ::grins at the little joke::
CMO_Wuer says:
Domar: I can`t beleive I`m talking to myself.
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Enters TL::
CSO_Lance says:
TL: Deck 4.
XO_Jorga says:
CEO: How are we doing on repairs Mr. Rogers?
OPS_Lyon says:
::was about to report on impulse engines when he hears the CEO do so::
CSO_Lance says:
::enters deck 4 and rushes down the corridor to the lab::
CMO_Wuer says:
[Domar]CMO: I`m real enough, I`m an integral part of you, I was part of this crew long before you even graduated.
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Follows the CSO::
XO_Jorga says:
CNS: Okay Jax, I appreciate it.     ::smiles wearily::
EO_Doyle says:
::Follows the CSO::
CEO_Roger says:
XO: Impulse engines are almost at full power, Aft Torps are back online and all the lose wires on the bridge have been delt with.
XO_Jorga says:
CEO: Ah, that is good news Mr. Rogers, keep me informed
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CSO enters the lab to find the Buoy deactivated and silent
XO_Jorga says:
CTO: You did have security follow Mr Lance?
OPS_Lyon says:
::idly devises new evasive tactics::
CTO_Rchrd says:
XO:  Of coarse Maam.
CSO_Lance says:
Self: Okay, let's get to work.
TAC_Jah`d says:
::Goes to a science consol and begins passive scans.
CSO_Lance says:
EO: Mr. Doyle if you could check out the energy relays then I can start to retrieve the information we need.
XO_Jorga says:
::hates this part, letting others take the risks while you are stuck in a safe place worrying about them::
OPS_Lyon says:
::keeps monitoring all systems under his control::
CMO_Wuer says:
Domar: Well I only had a minor degree in medical studies, so I suppose your help will be invaluable to me...
CSO_Lance says:
::starts taping on the buoy panel::
EO_Doyle says:
CSO: I'll get right on it. ::Begins working.::
CTO_Rchrd says:
*TO* Status?
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The main science bay displays the contents of the buoy's memory banks.  5% is empty....15% is Orion data...and 30% is JH fighter data and 50% is tactical information on JH rebels....
CNS_LtJax says:
::Looks at XO worriedly::
Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<end Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

